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Introduction
When I first wrote “Solar Electricity” back in 2002 the renewable energy
industry was in its infancy. In many ways it still is but in the intervening eight odd
years things have progressed enormously. Solar panel technology has taken a huge
leap; efficiencies unheard of just 10 years ago are now part of a modern solar panel
and one only has to drive around the suburbs of any city or town to see solar panels on
the roofs of domestic buildings.
Once the domain of the space industry, then adopted by telecommunications,
discovered by alternative lifestyle folk and championed by the mobile home set,
everyone these days has heard of solar panels. Government rebates, climate change
and an environmental awareness have firmly put ‘silicon in sunlight’ produced
electricity in the general public’s collective eye.
Renewable energy is more than just solar panels. For this reason the title ‘Solar
Electricity’ has been changed and this book now encompasses other renewable energy
generators like wind and micro hydro generation. Solar panels work well in
conjunction with other generation methods and increasingly, renewable energy power
generation incorporates a combination of generator types.
But how good is renewable energy? More to the point, what can it do for you?
Is it worth it? How does it work and can you set it up yourself? What about wind
generation? What about hydro power? Can I disconnect from the electrical grid and be
self sufficient power-wise?
This book answers all of these questions and more in a simple and
straightforward way. It will also show you what renewably generated electricity can do
for you regardless of whether you are a power consumer living in a city or a remote
fringe dweller, camper or someone in between.
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Chapter One
Renewable Energy Systems
What is a renewable energy system? General consensus states that renewable energy is
energy generated from natural energy sources that are not depleted by the production
of the energy that is gathered from them. The most commonly known renewable
generators are sun, wind and hydro (water power) electricity. Lesser known are
biofuels, steam, geothermal energy, tidal power and power harvested from wave
energy.
The idea of this book is to discuss what is available and practical to the home
owner and what can be harvested or produced at home. This includes sun, wind, water,
steam and biofuel, all of which are within the reach of home generators. Unfortunately
geothermal, tidal power and wave energy are generally beyond the means of the
average backyard enthusiast so coverage of these items in this book will be
correspondingly low.
It should also be stated that while renewable energy should be derived from
natural energy sources that are not depleted by the generation of the electricity, the line
is becoming a little blurred. An example of this is where massive dams flood vast
areas of countryside, permanently changing the landscape and the power generated by
them is then called ‘renewable’. Another example of a renewable ‘blurred line’ is
commercial biofuel, produced at the expense of vast acres of otherwise productive
farmland, the result of which is potential food shortages and a blatant misuse of fertile
soils. When the subject is renewable energy, the question “renewable at what cost?”
should be considered.
To finish off this particular rave, anyone who uses energy – be it renewable
energy or otherwise derived, should become aware of how much energy they are using
and how to minimise the use of energy without necessarily compromising their
lifestyle. Using the minimum amount of energy required is simply good sense whether
you are labouring in a sweatshop, cycling to the office or enjoying a cup of tea. More
thought and less grunt should be everyone’s mantra!
A renewable energy system will fall into two broad categories: Stand Alone
and Grid Connected. This book will cover both in detail but the difference should be
clearly understood from the outset!
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Stand alone renewable energy systems
These systems are fully contained and provide all available power to your house,
motor home, bush camp, yacht, whatever. You produce your own electricity, you store
it, manage it, use it and are (or should be) 100% responsible for it. The owner of a
stand alone power system usually has one because commercial ‘grid’ electricity is not
available.
Grid connected renewable energy systems
As the name suggests, these systems are connected to and form part of an electrical
distribution network or grid. The owner of one of these systems is connected to the
grid but produces their own electricity as well. These systems usually (but not always)
have no battery bank or storage system; the renewable energy produced is used as it is
produced and any excess is fed into the grid. Feeding this power into the grid is
lending it to somebody else (the grid owner/power company) and a contract will be in
place that will allow you take it back again when you need it. Depending on your
location in the world, your power provider and the applicable government legislation
for your area, you will be entitled to anything from a simple credit system to a
government subsidised return that makes the system more affordable. Unless a grid
connected system has a battery reserve, it will produce no useable power in the event
of a power outage / blackout (from the grid).

Grid connect system

Grid connected, stand alone combination
This is becoming more popular although the economics requires careful consideration.
The most common reason for having a combination system is if the power supply to
12
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your house from an electrical grid is unreliable. When grid power is available you use
it and feed your renewable energy surplus into it and when the power fails or is
unavailable you have a (usually automated) backup to keep the lights running, needed
appliances functioning and a certainty in electricity continuity.
To summarise this chapter:
•

You will either have a standalone renewable energy system, a grid connected
renewable energy system or combination of both.

•

Renewable energy should be generated without damaging or depleting the
source of energy or the environment.

•

Energy should be conserved and used wisely.

•

You, as a consumer of energy should be aware of what you are using and how
you are using it.

•

To achieve points one, two and three doesn’t necessarily have to compromise
your lifestyle for the worse! Let’s not become political and let’s get on with
the book.
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Chapter 2
Renewable Energy Components
The components that make up a renewable energy system can be broken into four
major groups.
1. Renewable generators
2. Renewable (generator) regulators
3. Voltage converters
4. Renewable energy storage
Also required in addition to the four groups of components are the installation
materials and installation labour. This bunch of stuff will include wiring, solar panel
mounting, wind generator towers, micro hydro pipes and catchment areas and so on.
Information on some this stuff is available in the installation chapter.
A basic non technological knowledge of all four groups will do a lot to get us
somewhat savvy about renewable energy! Let’s get started and learn up a little on
these four groups.
Renewable generators
As the name implies the generation group refers to the things that produce electricity
from a renewable energy source. Let’s check out the common items:
Solar panels
A distinction needs to be made here about solar panels (or modules) that produce
electricity, and solar panels that produce hot water. They are totally different! They
look different and function differently. One type of solar panel uses the sun to heat
water; the other type of solar panel – the solar panel we are interested in – produces
electricity.
Solar panels that produce electricity are bits of silicon or other materials that
utilise the photovoltaic effect for electricity production. The photovoltaic effect is
simply the conversion of light to electricity. The photovoltaic effect was discovered
over 100 years ago and while it was widely regarded as a novelty at the time due to the
miniscule amounts of power produced, the photographic industry was also in its
infancy and the means to accurately measure light levels was a requirement for taking
a good photograph. Quickly the first solar panels found use as a means of measuring
15
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light. Dim light produced little power and bright light produced more power. As the
results of electricity production versus light were consistent, it was relatively easy to
make up a simple meter with a scale to display light levels.
Measuring light gives us a clue to the first fact that must be understood
regarding solar panels: The amount of power any solar panel will produce is directly
proportional to the amount of light that is falling on it. More light equals more power;
less light equals less power. This fact is somewhat distorted by the solar industry and
its salesmen, who like to talk about shade tolerant and low light solar panels. While
some solar panels may be slightly better than other panels in low light conditions
please remember clearly: The output of a solar panel is directly proportional to the
amount of light that falls on it!
As solar panels are available in a huge variety of sizes, a means of determining
the power output is required. A solar panel output is measured in watts. A watt is
simply a unit of work, no different to a litre being a measure of liquid. As the
following chapter will discuss watts in more detail (along with volts, amps and other
components of electricity) all we need to understand at this point is that the power
output from a solar panel is measured in watts.
The point here is that no matter what the solar panel salesman tells you, the
output of a solar panel is measured in a clearly defined unit called a watt and
international convention has given us criteria for accurately determining how much
power we will get under any given light level. Any solar panel worth purchasing and
any solar panel that is for sale in Australia, the United States, Japan, China or any EU
country will have a placard stating the power output in watts and a specification table
stating power output in watts under differing light conditions.
Solar panels are available in sizes ranging from very small, like camera light
meters, watches and calculator solar panels with outputs measuring fractions of a watt,
right up to the very large sizes requiring machinery to handle and with outputs of 500
watts or greater. Most common sizes for domestic use are from around 20 watts
through to 300-odd watts.
Wind generators
Wind generators, as the name implies create electricity by harnessing the wind.
Utilising a propeller of some sort, the wind is converted into a rotary motion that in
turn, spins an electrical generator. The amount of power available from a wind
generator is determined by the wind generators blade size and shape, the size of the
attached generator and the wind speed and wind stability.
A common assumption is that wind is the only requirement to get a wind
generator to produce electricity but more than just wind, what is required is steady,
uninterrupted wind that comes from a constant direction, without turbulence. Proof of
16
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this concept is that the commercial wind farms that are springing into life across the
world are invariably located either on the coast or on large, flat, treeless plains or on
smooth ridges that provide an extension of height above turbulence-creating obstacles.
The surface or more correctly the friction of the earth surface slows down wind
regardless of whether it is the ocean or a plain so the output of a wind generator will
increase with height because an increase in altitude above terrain just about guarantees
that the wind will be greater than it is on the surface below. This fact means that for
most wind generators to be effective they need to be mounted on a tower to provide
altitude.
It is the tower structure that can make a wind generator an expensive and
unwieldy proposition for some installations. The wind generator tower will also have
to be sized according to the size and weight of the wind generator that is attached to
the top. Where a simple, small, low output wind generator may require nothing more
than a water pipe tower, as the output of a wind generator rises, so do the size and
weight requirements of its tower. This increase in weight increases the complexity of
engineering required in the tower.
Micro hydro generators
A micro hydro generator produces electricity in a similar way to a wind generator
except that instead of harnessing the wind, the power of falling water is converted into
electricity. The conversion is by converting pressure and flow of water to a rotational
power to turn an electrical generator of some sort.

Small micro hydro plant
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In order to produce useable electricity from falling water you will either need a
large amount of water falling a lesser distance, or a smaller amount of water falling
from a great height, or a mass of water flowing at speed through a channel. There is no
magic here: the output of a micro hydro power plant can be mathematically calculated
by the height and amount of falling water.
For small micro hydro systems in steep terrain, the water is taken from the
supply point or input and delivered to the generator location through a pipe. The height
between the supply point and the generator is called the head. The flow of water
through a pipe is impeded by the friction of the water against the pipe sides and this is
called frictional loss. The amount of water you can get to squirt out of the bottom of
your pipe is related to the amount of water available at the supply, the diameter of the
pipe and the head or height between the generator and the supply.
For a micro hydro utilising a small amount of height, the water can be piped or
channelled into the generator. These principles remain the same in a steep terrain
micro hydro. Power available for generation will be a function of the head and flow of
water.
Yet another form of hydro power is the harnessing of a moving current of
water and having this current of water act upon an underwater propeller in much the
same way as a wind generator is rotated by wind.
Biofuel generators
If you are setting up a renewable energy system to provide all of your power needs
independently of commercially available grid electricity, you may well need an
alternative means of generation for when the sun fails to shine, the wind fails to blow
or the water in your supply becomes a trickle. The renewable energy industry calls this
a backup generator. While a backup generator is usually a petroleum powered engine
turning an electrical generator, it is within the reach of the more determined home
power producer to provide backup power using a fuel classified as a biofuel. A biofuel
is a fuel derived from a renewable source and it is even possible to produce the
products required to make the fuel as well as the fuel, provided you have sufficient
land area at your disposal.
The two most common biofuels are vegetable oil and ethanol. Both vegetable
oil and ethanol can be derived from a huge variety of relatively easy to grow crops.
Ethanol is derived from plant based materials fermented into an alcoholic beverage
then distilled to produce the required ethanol which is nothing more than a form of
alcohol. Vegetable oil is oil produced from oil containing vegetative matter and the oil
is extracted by a simple oil press. Vegetable oil can be further processed into a fuel
known as biodiesel using an easy to perform chemical process with a huge name
called transesterification. Vegetable oil can also be obtained either new or second hand
18
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from the food industry. The popularity of home biodiesel however, has made the used
cooking oil supply somewhat scarce in some areas, and the commercial biodiesel
industries tend to grab all available new vegetable oil that comes onto the market in
commercial quantity at viable cost.
Steam
The steam engine started the industrial revolution and the dawn of the fossil fuel age.
Its use as a form of electricity generation is still common but most steam power
stations are sited at coalfields and the fuel is anything but renewable. For home power
use a steam engine can be a practical source of renewable energy provided the fuel is
correctly obtained. Having a woodlot of some description is essential. A small
plantation of blue gums for example can provide a constant supply of fuel if the
plantation is correctly managed. A larger area of ‘working’ native forest can also
provide the required fuel to power a home steam engine. Steam engines can also
provide huge amounts of hot water suitable for home heating. The downside to steam
engines is that on a small scale they can be time consuming and ‘hands on’. The initial
purchase price is also high and more thought must be put into all the aspects of this
energy source than the more common alternatives of solar panels, wind and so on.

Vintage steam engine installation

Geothermal, wave and tide energy
Geothermal energy is the production of electricity from heat stored in the ground in a
‘hot’ area. This heat is tapped into and can be converted into electricity by a variety of
means including simply injecting water into it to produce steam to drive a turbine.
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Wave energy as the name implies is the conversion of an ocean wave into
electricity via a generator that converts the fluctuating ocean level into a rotational
force.
Tidal energy is the harnessing of the water at high tide for release when the tide
is out or harnessing tidal currents as they flow down natural or manmade channels and
is often nothing more complex than the current driven water generator mentioned in
the micro hydro section of this chapter.
As geothermal, wave and tide energy are beyond the means of just about every
home power generator on the planet, they will not be covered further in this book.
Summary
A quick summary of the renewable generators
•

For home electricity generation we have a few options at our disposal, these
being solar panels, wind generators, micro hydro generators, steam and biofuel.

•

While a solar panel is a solid state device with no moving parts, wind, micro
hydro, steam and biofuel involve moving parts producing a rotational force to
spin a generator. In order to make biofuels, access to plant based materials and
a processing plant and/or equipment is needed. Steam needs good access to a
woodlot that can be sustainable harvested.

•

A backup generator may well be a necessity in some home power systems.

Renewable energy regulators
Before our home produced electricity can be put to work, some form of regulation is
usually required. For example if solar panels are used to charge a storage battery so
power is available when the sun is not shining, then a solar regulator is usually used to
prevent overcharging of the batteries when they are full. The same can be said if you
are using wind or micro hydro power to charge batteries; when the batteries are full
you may well need some sort of regulation to prevent overcharging or to turn off the
charging source. This is the function of the regulation group.
Voltage converters
This group of items converts our renewable energy into something more practical for
general use. For example, if you are using batteries for storage, the electricity stored in
them won’t necessarily work in the appliance you wish to use. You will need a device
to convert the battery electricity into a different type of electricity. This device is
called an inverter. It literally ‘inverts’ the electricity and changes its voltage and
waveform (basic electricity is covered in Chapter 4).
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If you use solar panels on your roof to provide power into the electrical grid to
offset your power bill, then you will need another type of inverter to ‘invert’ the
electricity produced by your solar array into something that will be capable of being
fed into the electricity distribution network.
Another member of the conversion group is the battery charger. If you are
using a generator to provide power to a battery based power system and need a backup
if the renewable energy sources are not ‘playing ball’, then a battery charger will
convert the output of a generator into something more suited to charging your battery
bank.
Renewable energy storage
This group of things is the necessities to store your renewable energy so you can use it
when needed as opposed to when it is being produced. A solar system for example will
produce all of its energy in daylight but without storage will be useless after dark when
you need a light. With a standalone solar system, more than any other type of system,
you need a means of storing your electricity. The only device that is practical for
standalone home energy storage is a battery, or more correctly, a battery storage bank.
If you are producing renewable energy to offset your home power bill and are
connected to the electrical grid, another type of storage is open to you and this is the
electrical grid itself.
Battery storage banks
There are several different types of battery on the market and battery development is
an ongoing science. Your battery storage bank can be made of several different types
of materials. The most common are lead/acid storage batteries however Nickel
Cadmium, Nickel Iron, Nickel Metal Hydride Lithium, Vanadium Redox and a few
other types are coming into play as electricity storage devices.
Using the electrical grid for storage
What you are doing here is storing your renewably derived electricity by lending it. As
an electricity producer you are making electricity then loaning it to a far bigger
electrical producer. You are in fact lending out the work the electricity will do then
taking it back when you need it yourself.
To summarise this chapter:
To put together a renewable energy system you are going to need a
combination of components. These components can be broken down into groups as
follows:
•

The renewable generators - the things that will make your electricity.
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•

The renewable regulation group - the things that will control your electricity.

•

The voltage conversion group - the things that will transform one type of
electricity into a different type.

•

Renewable energy storage - the things that allow you to store your electricity
for use at a later time. For all practical intent this means either a battery or
lending your electricity to someone who can give it back at short notice.

Moving on ...
Before we have an in-depth look at all these individual components and begin to learn
how to cobble them together to do something useful for us like produce some
electricity, an understanding of electricity - or more precisely an understanding of
what electricity can do for us and how to calculate this work - is required. Let’s move
on to Electrical Power...
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